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Abstract: These days web is a vast collection of information and is growing rapidly. In the real world, enterprises and organizations have 
challenges to keep a clear and well organized Websites. Web master may need to know about visitor’s access information such as mostly visited 
path for frequently accessed pages. Web usage mining process helps in identifying usage pattern from web data in pattern discovery phase. 
Usage pattern plays a significant role to predict user access pattern while the user is interacting with web sites. In this paper, researcher proposed 
the procedure to examine those web pages which are browsed by the user most frequently and to term those URL’s as frequent pattern, that may 
be handed over to the web master. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

World Wide Web also known as the Web which has 
grown at the rapid rate from where a user can access 
valuable information since the technology is available in 
every field such as business, e-commerce, medical,  
education. Web mining is classified into three area of 
interest which are content mining, structure mining and web 
usage mining. Web usage mining objective is to understand 
the user navigational pattern and their use of web resources, 
which requires user’s access information to understand and 
better serve the web based applications[9]. Web usage 
mining consists of several stages such as data collection as a 
web log, data preprocessing, pattern discovery and analysis 
or interpretation of frequent pattern as shown in Figure 1. 
Web server is computer that runs the software application 
(HTTP Server Software) such as Apache and IIS to transfer 
the Web pages on the internet or intranet. When a user visits 
the web pages, some valuable information pertaining to the 
user is stored in Web log files on web server such as IP 
address, user name, time stamp and referer[7]. These Log 
files are collected on various locations like web server side, 
proxy server side, and client browser side. For getting 
optimum results, need to extract user’s data from these log 
file in data collection phase.  Access logs can exist in 
various formats such as Common log file format, Combined 
log format and IIS log format[10]. In second phase, 
preprocessing remove incomplete, inconsistent, noisy data 
from raw web log file to obtain processed data, which will 
be used for pattern mining. Data preprocessing includes 
various steps such as data cleaning, User identification and 
session identification[5]. In Web usage mining, pattern 
discovery is the third phase that applies various techniques 
on processed data such as statistical analysis, association 
rules, classification and clustering to discover frequent 
patterns. Researcher had used association techniques to 
determine the frequent pattern. Analysis or Interpretation of 
frequent pattern is the final phase of web usage mining. This 
phase consists of filtering of interesting patterns from 
patterns that were found in the earlier phase, that in turn 

helps the web designer or developer to understand the need 
of a user, it also assists in predicting the user interested 
pages and customizes web pages to the user navigational 
knowledge.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
                   Figure 1. Steps For Web Usage Mining 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

Pattern analysis is the last step, that is applied on the 
frequent pattern to filter out the interesting pattern in Web 
usage mining. Yongjian Fu et.al  (2001)[2] classified web 
pages into index page and content page based on user access 
information. After this, site reorganization approach is used 
to find better ways to reorganize the Web pages on the site. 
Mrs. Geeta R.B et.al (2009)[6] explored that web log file 
can be used to collect statistics that helps in knowledge 
discovery. This knowledge is used to take decision in the 
Web application on various factors such as popular pages, 
navigation pattern and time. The website is reorganized 
based on user navigation behavior or hit counts of the web 
page that provide quick response to the web user. M. 
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Gnanavel and Dr. E. R. Naganathan (2012)[3] explained 
how Web visualization  techniques such as standard 2D/3D 
display, geometrically-transformed display, iconic display 
and  stacked display can be used in customization. Joy 
Shalom Sona & Asha Ambhaikar (2012)[8]) proposed a 
reconciling website system which includes mining the web 
architecture, determining user log and obtaining website 
browsing efficiency to improve  web navigation efficiency. 
Kamika Chaudhary and Santosh Kumar Gupta (2013)[1]   
focuses on different types of tools such as Webalizer, Naviz 
and WebViz. It also present pattern analysis techniques such 
as knowledge Query mechanism and OLAP is used in 
various applications such as personalization, system 
improvement, site modification and e-commerce. Mr. 
P.G.Vedaprakash et.al (2016)[11] adapted tire algorithm to 
construct a tree structure that also captures user visit 
frequencies, which is called trial tree algorithm. In which, a 
complete path from the root to the leaf node is called a trial. 
Clustering is classified into structure-base, attribute-base 
and structure/attribute. This is used to identified the frequent 
and semifrequent customers for on-line shopping.  

 

III. FREQUENT PATTERN USING MODIFIED APRIORI 
ALGORITHM 

The researcher have used the web server log data of 
National Philosophical Counseling Association of size 
94,646 KB. After preprocessing phase, obtained processed 
file size is of 33,491 KB. Researcher found frequent patterns 
from processed data of different pattern length by using 
modified Apriori algorithm in which pattern length 5 has 
26250 frequent pattern out of 97423 pattern and pattern 
length 6 has 82504 frequent pattern out of 315362 pattern as 
shown in Figure 2[4].  
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Number of Frequent Pattern in Different Pattern 

Length 
 

    This approach proves to be more efficient than already 
existing Apriori algorithm as proposed algorithm generates  
frequent patterns with large pattern length, especially if  
large number of users exist in web log file. Figure 3 shows  
frequent patterns with support of pattern length 4.  One row 
indicates one frequent pattern that has four page and last 
page is the target page for example, in normal-root-includes-
content pattern, content is the target page. After examining 

the frequent pattern, the researcher found that a large 
number of different patterns are visited by the user to reach 
a particular target page and sometime same web pages can 
be visited more than once in a pattern or navigational  path 
which is  not useful to web master for particular target page 
such as includes-content-content-journal, and journal-
includes-content-journal. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Frequent Patterns of Pattern Length 4 
 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Researcher proposed a methodology to find out mostly 
visited navigational path for a target webpage without 
repetition of the same web page in the frequent pattern. 

1. Proposed Methodology to find out mostly visited 
navigational path for a target page. 

 
Input:  Pattern of X Path 
X Path= pi, pi+1,…….,px Pages,  p denotes page number and  
               k denotes the level number. 
 

a) Step 1: Select one page_type for target page 
example px. Then, select all frequent patterns that has target 
page.  From which select the frequent pattern that has 
support value greater than average support value. 
Avg support=sum (support)/no. of frequent pattern 

b) Step 2: Set i=1and k=0, calculate the support for 
each page_type in pi and arrange all page_type in 
descending order. Set pi as levelk.  
Support =  No. of occurrences of page_type. 
     c) Step 3: If target page has largest support value than 
other pages in levelk then select target page with support 
value under the heading “Minimized Frequent Pattern.” 
Then goto step 11. Otherwise, set all page_type  as valid 
except  target  page  in  levelk 

    d) Step4: Calculate the support for each page_type in Pi+1 
and arrange all page_type in descending order. Set all  
page_type  as valid in pi+1. Set C1= levelk and C2=pi+1 
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   e) Step 5: Make a combination of each valid page_type in 
C1 with all valid page_type in C2  and each combination has 
unique page_type.  After each combination, count the 
support for a combination. The page_type  in  C1 and   C2  
that has support less than combination’s support, that will 
come under  invalid page_type. After this, Arrange all 
combination with support in descending order. 
    f) Step 6: Increase k by one for next level. Set 
combinations with the largest support as next level levelk. 
   g) Step 7: If all combination has the support value not 
greater than one in levelk. Print all combination of C1 under 
the  heading “Minimized Frequent Pattern” Then goto step 
11 . 
   h) Step 8: Otherwise, one condition is true out of two 
conditions in levelk. The first condition is, one combination 
exist in levelk and combination contain target page in levelk. 
Then print the combination with support under “Minimized 
Frequent Patten.” Then goto step 11. Second, any 
combination contains target page in levelk. Then select all 
combination except target page from levelk. If these two 
conditions do not exist then select all combination with 
support from levelk 
   i) Step 9: Set all combination as valid page_type in levelk 
and   increase i by one for next page. 
    j)Step 10:  Repeat step from step 4 to step 9 and until k< 
x-1. 
     k) Step 11: Exit 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Proposed procedure performed for frequent patterns those 
having   target page journal in pattern length 4 in C # .net. 
Iteration 1: 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Frequent Patterns For A Target Page Whose 
Support Value > Average Support Value 

 
    Select frequent patterns of target page journal with 
support. 625 frequent patterns of journal exist out of 4364 

pattern in pattern length 4. After this, calculate average 
support for journal target page.  In Figure 4, frequent 
patterns is selected  which  has  support value greater than 
average support value. 
 
Average Support= 40977/625= 65.5 

 
 
Figure 5. Page_Type With Corresponding Support Value In 

Page1 
Proposed procedure 

 
In Figure 5, page 1 has eight different page_type 

such as normal, include, root and content. Count support for 
each page_type and arrange all page_type with support in 
descending order under level0 for example, normal has 
largest support 47 then includes , so on. Journal page_type 
support is not highest. So that, select all page type as valid 
except journal page_type. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Different Page_Type With Corresponding 
Support Value In Page2 

 
    Page 2  in  pattern length 4, has 12 different page_type 
such as includes, content and journal. Then count support 
for each page_type  and  arrange all page_type with support 
in descending order. Then, select all page type as valid 
under C2 as shown in Figure 6. 
 
    In Figure 7,  Make a combination of first valid page_type 
in C1 with all valid page_type in C2 without repetition of 
same page until all valid page_type of C1 has made a 
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combination with all valid page_type of C2, for example 
firstly valid page_type normal of C1 make a combination 
with includes valid page_type of C2 then count support for a 
combination normal, includes. Those valid page_type of C1 
and C2 has support less than support of normal, includes 
that came under invalid page_type such as about, 
application, docs and conferences. After this take next valid 
page_type of C1.  
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Combination of Valid Page Type of C1 And C2 
 

 

 
 
Figure 8.  Combination of Page_Type With Corresponding 

Support Value In Level1 
 
    Figure 8, shows those combinations, which has largest 
support value than others under level1 . These are all valid 
page_type. 
 
Iteration 2:  
    Calculate support for different page_type of page 3 under 
C2 such as journal, application and conferences. Set all 
page_type as valid and arrange in descending order in 
Figure 9. Combinations of level1 assigned to C1. Make a 
combination of C1 and C2 as said above in iteration 1 as 
shown in Figure 10, such as normal, includes, journal and 
normal, includes, application. 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Different Page_Type With Corresponding Support 

Value In Page3 

 
 
Figure 10.  Combination of Valid Page Type of C1 And C2 

 
    In Figure 11, level2 has combinations, which has largest 
support value. Support value is one. So, print all 
combination of C1 under the heading “Minimized Frequent 
Pattern” such as normal, includes, journal and includes, 
content, journal as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 11.  Combination of Page_Type With Corresponding 

Support Value In Level2 
 

 
Figure 12.  Minimized Frequent Pattern 

 
    In Table 1, Target page_type journal and training has 625 
and 758 frequent pattern. Only two frequent patterns are 
taken into consideration for each target page such as journal, 
training, docs and content that are having pattern length 4 
and 5. 
    Frequent patterns for journal and training are normal-
includes-content-journal, content-includes-content-journal, 
root-includes-root-training and includes-includes-
application-training. After applying above proposed 
procedure on all frequent patterns that have one type of 
target page of same pattern length, researcher discovered 
only three minimized frequent pattern of length 3 for the 
journal such as normal-includes-journal, includes-content-
journal and content-includes-journal.  
    Five minimized frequent pattern of length 3 for the 
training such as root-includes-training, root-content-training,  
normal-includes-training, includes-content-training and 
content-includes-training.  

 
Table I.  Minimize The Frequent Pattern Length For A Target Page 

Pattern 
Length 

Target 
Page 

 

No. of  
Frequent 
Pattern 

Frequent Pattern  No. of  
Minimized 

Pattern 

Minimized Frequent Pattern     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4 
 

journa
l 

625 normal, includes, content, journal 
 

content, includes, content, journal 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 

03 normal, includes, journal 
 

includes, content, journal 
 

content, includes, journal 
 

trainin
g 

758 root, includes, root, training 
 

includes, includes, application, 
training 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 

 

05 root, includes, training 
 

root, content, training 
 

normal, includes, training 
 

includes, content, training 
 

content, includes, training 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5 

docs 2646 normal, root, includes, journal, docs 
 

root, includes, content, includes, docs 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 

02 normal, root, includes, docs 
 

normal, root, content, docs 

conten
t 

1072 normal, root, includes, application, 
content 

 
root, content, includes, application, 

content 
. . . . . .  

01 normal, root, includes, content 
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    Similarly, proposed procedure is applied to frequent 
patterns for docs and content that are having pattern length 5. 
normal-root-includes-docs, normal-root-content-docs, are the 
minimized frequent pattern for docs. Only one minimized 
frequent pattern is discovered for content that is normal, root, 
includes, content. 
    Figure 13. showing number of patterns of frequent and 
minimized frequent pattern in pattern length 4.  
    A number of patterns are less and pattern length is reduced 
in minimized frequent pattern as compared to frequent patterns 
for one target page. These minimized frequent patterns are 
mostly visited navigational path for one target page without 
repetition of the web page. These minimized patterns are more 
useful for the webmaster to restructure their website in term to 
reduce web access time while user accessing the website. 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Comparison Between Frequent And Minimized 
Frequent Pattern in Pattern Length 4 

VI. SPEED UP THE WEB ACCESS 

In order to increase the speed of web access, essential thing 
is that a user spends minimum time on the web. Here 
researcher have developed a web crawler to calculate the time 
for a web page means how much time a pattern will take to 
open on the web. The Researcher found minimized frequent 
pattern take less time than the frequent pattern. In Table 2, 
normal-includes-content-journal pattern of length 4 taken 
0.443 ms but normal-includes-journal pattern of length 3 taken 
0.366 ms for a target page journal. On the other hand, normal-
root-includes-application-content pattern taken 0.514 ms but 
normal-root-includes-content pattern of length 4 taken 0.453 
ms for a target page content at a bandwidth of 100.0 Mbps and 
download speed of approx. 1.90 Mbps.  

Web master can use these minimized frequent pattern for 
restructuring their website to speed up the web access. Thus, 
the web user can access the targeted page easily and spend less 
time while interacting with the website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table II. Time Comparison Between Frequent Pattern And Minimized Frequent Pattern 

Pattern 
Length 

Target Page Frequent Pattern 
 

Time (ms) Minimized Frequent 
Pattern  

Time (ms) 

     4 journal normal, includes, 
content, journal 

0.443 ms normal, includes, 
journal 

0.366 ms 

5 content normal, root, includes, 
application, content 

0.514 ms normal, root, includes, 
content 

0.453 ms 
 
 

 
VII. CONCLUSION 

Today World Wide Web is growing rapidly, because online 
system is popular in the market. Pattern discovery is a 
significant phase of web usage mining that extracts usage 
pattern from processed web log data. After this, frequent 
patterns are examined.  The frequent patterns contain several 
patterns for a target page. In addition to this, sometime same 
web page is repeated in the pattern for the particular web page. 
Researcher proposed the procedure to extract mostly visited 
paths with unique web pages to achieve target web page from 
the frequent patterns in different pattern length. These patterns 
can be handed over to the web master for the restructuring of 
the website. That will enable the user to access goal pages in 
less time. 
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